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Founder

IN SEARCH OF THE SOURCE 
WE ARE COMMITTED TO:
 Satisfy the genuine needs of people who inhabit the outdoors. 
 Bring original, functional, long-lasting gear to the market place. 
 Incorporate human values in all aspects of our business. 
 Encourage ourselves to identify with our collective goals and share responsibility. 
 Liberate our working environment by excluding all forms of prejudice. 
 Embrace human relations as an extended family within our company. 
 Advance towards the goal of environmental sustainability. 
 Initiate social change that makes unity and equality a common practice. 
 Make curiosity, joy, respect, passion and caring part of our daily lives.

Man and Nature have a timeless connection.
It is the SOURCE of inspiration for everything we do.
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Taste-FreeTM 
High-tech co-extruded film and tube retain water with no 
plastic aftertaste.

Grunge GuardTM 
Grunge guardTM Technology inhibits bacteria growth on the reservoir and 
drinking tube surfaces for the life of the system. Technology utilizes FDA 
approved and EPA-registered anti-microbial agent.

Glass LikeTM 
Glass-LikeTM Film Technology. A multi-layer Polyethylene film utilizing 
SOURCE’s Glass-LikeTM technology, which prevents bio-film build up making  
the system self-cleaning. SOURCE’s Glass-LikeTM Film is 2000% smoother  
than standard TPU films, with virtually no difference from glass itself.

BPA Free  
All our hydration systems and our bottles are BPA and 
phtalate free down to the last component. 

Care-FreeTM 
A new generation in hydration systems, in which cleaning is no longer an issue. 
Simply refill and drink again and again without special care. The same water  
will remain fresh for days and even weeks.

Wide Opening Access
Unique wideslideTM hydration system, allows access through the wide 
opening with an airtight seal by smooth slider operation. Easy to clean, easy 
to fill using water or ice. Quick drain and dry. U.S Patent No. 7,648,276,82

BETTER by TECHNOLOGY WHAT DO WE MEAN 
BY GLASS-LIKETM

SOURCE Hydration is 2,000% smoother than competitors
 

The atomic force microscope shows: Our film is almost as smooth  
as glass. This means less chance for bacteria to hang on and less  
bio-film building up. Which means no mouldy taste in the water. 
Which means almost no cleaning or maintenance is needed.
 

U.S. Patent

60
140
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WIDEPACTM

Our state of the art original Widepac, with a wide 
opening that makes filling and drying of the reservoir 
easier than any other. 

WIDEPACTM LP
The new Widepac LP (Low Profile) keeps its narrow 
shape even when full, thanks to the baffle wall in the 
middle of the reservoir.

WXPTM LOW PROFILE
Thanks to the baffle wall, the bladder keeps it’s low 
profile shape filled or empty, for a smoother fit inside 
the pack. 

2060220215   I   1.5L/50oz
2060220202   I   2L/70oz

2060220203   I   3L/100oz 2061480202   I   2L/70oz
2060690202   I   2L/70oz
2060690203   I   3L/100oz
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The 2 in 1 Hydration System that’s been adopted by thousands of athletes! The D|Vide Widepac 
features two compartments for water and energy drinks. 2 separate tubes allow drinking from either 

source of hydration at any time. Winner of the 2015 Design and Innovation Award by ENDURO 
Magazine: “The SOURCE D|vide is more than just a good idea. The quality of the workmanship, the 

simple cleaning, and the pleasant, high-volume bite valves all convinced us.”

D|VIDE

2061520102    2L  I  70 oz                              
2061520103     3L  I  100oz     

This new Widepac kit comes with a weave covered tube 
for UV protection, making sure nothing grows inside the 
tube, and a magnetic clip for easy stowing of the the valve 
during rides.

WIDEPACTM PREMIUM KIT 

2061720202   I   2L/70oz
2061720203   I   3L/100oz 

All the extras one could ever wish for: The classic WidepacTM with TasteFreeTM and GrungeGuardTM low 
maintenance technology, the rapid refill UTA (Universal Tube Adapter), the Magnetic Clip and the weave covered 
tube with Helix Bite Valve and Quick Connectors on both ends of the tube. 

ULTIMATE HYDRATION SYSTEM

2061420202     2L  I  70 oz                              
2061420203     3L  I  100 oz      

Plus
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UTATM TUBE KIT 

The UTA Tube Kit allows re-fills without taking your pack off. 
Simply use the UTA to connect your drinking tube to a bottle 

or tap and re-fill your reservoir without removing it from your 
pack. No more unpacking for a re-fill! 
Kit contains: UTATM - Universal Tube Adaptor | 94cm Tube with 

quick connectors | HelixTM Bite Valve.

2501800000 2031160200   SNEP

Turns almost any bottle into a hydration system, giving you 
the ability to drink on the move to the last drop, through the 

adjustable tube, without taking the bottle out of the pack.
The kit contains 4 adaptors, a tube with the HelixTM Bite Valve

and a Dirt ShieldTM.
Fits four cap sizes:  Ø26 , Ø30 , Ø63

 CONVERTUBETM 
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Weave covered tube for extra 
durability and UV protection 
that helps keeping the tube 
clean. Includes a HelixTM valve, 
Dirt-ShieldTM and SQCTM 
connector.

2501500000 

Weave Covered Tube Kit 
Compatible with all Source 
hydration systems, includes 
HelixTM Bite Valve, Dirt Shield 
and male quick-connect.

2501600000

HelixTM  Tube Kit

Features a 360 degree 
cylindrical valve with soft bite 
which eliminates the need for 
a specific mouth orientation. 
The retreat spring sealing 
mechanism is leak proof even 
under pressure. 

2502200200 

Angled free flow valve 
design. Sealing mechanism 
locks shut with a simple 
twist (Ideal for extremely 
cold weather).  
Secure lock for storage.

Storm ValveTM 

To clean your tube of any 
residue 

2120100000

A smart and simple magnetic 
tube holder clip, easily 
attachable to a shirt or 
shoulder strap, allowing 
complete ease of use.

2510600000 

Magnetic Clip Tube Brush kit  
Turns a standard hydration 
system into a winter system 
by replacing the tube with a 
special insulated tube and a 
Storm ValveTM.

2501200000

Winter Tube Kit

Zippered insulating sleeve 
for your hydration tube. 
Attachable to any hydration 
pack. With designated small 
pocket at valve-end to add a 
hand-warmer device.

2110100000

Tube InsulatorWidepac Insulator
This insulating sleeve cover  
adds insulation and protection 
to any hydration system.  
Lab tests show freezing  
and heating are slowed down 
by 50%. Widepac not included.

2510700002     2L  I  70 oz                              
2510700003     3L  I  100 oz      

Simple Kit to add Quick 
Connect coupling to 
any hydration tube. 
Compatible with 
standard coupling 
systems.

SQCTM Connector Helix ValveTM 

25033000002112100300 

13
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The Sawyer Mini Filter 
uses micro-fibrous tubes to 
filter 99.9999% of harmful 
bacteria and protozoa that 
are potentially present in 
any unmanaged water 
source on the trail.

 DRINKING TUBETM + FILTER
CONNECTS TO MOST HYDRATION SYSTEMS

Already have a hydration system?  
This tube will connect with a snap and turn your 

system to a filtering unit. The kit includes a plunger 
for backwashing the filter for periodical cleaning and 
maintaining high performance.

2530300200

Featuring filter technologies by SAWYER

A COMPLETE COMPREHENSIVE KIT:  
A 2L WIDEPAC WITH IN-LINE FITTED SAWYER MINI FILTER
The WidepacTM wide opening allows you to easily fill up from any stream or source. 
Drinking through the inline filter makes sure you drink only clean water.
 The kit includes a plunger for backwashing the filter for periodical cleaning and 
maintaining high performance.

TURNS ALMOST ANY BOTTLE INTO A FILLTERING  
HYDRATION SYSTEM
Now with a Sawyer filter in line, this kit turns almost any bottle into a filtering 
hydration system! 4 different adaptors fit 4 sizes of bottle caps. An adjustable tube 
makes sure you can drink to the last drop. The kit includes a plunger for  
backwashing the filter for periodical cleaning and maintaining high performance.

WIDEPACTM + FILTER CONVERTUBETM + FILTER

2530220202 2530260200
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A stand to display all source hydration products on Minimal floor space,
in eye catching colors and images.

13 Hooks, Each hook can hold: 7 accesories units / 6 Tube units / 5 Hydration 
Systems / 7 Liquitainers / 4-5 packs.

Minimal floor space - ONLY 80X45cm | Height 168cm
LIGHTWEIGHT - Made out of recycable reinforced plastic sheets.  
Base made of plywood.

EASY ASSEMBLY - Only two screws needed for installing. Screw driver included 
in package. Shipped in 165X65x11 cm box.

HYDRATION STAND

EDITION
Includes:

Magnetic clipUV protection 
covered tube &

Weave 
Covered 
Tube Kit 

UTATM Tube KitConvertubeTM 

WidepacTM Premium 
Edition 

D|vide Widepac LPTM WXPTM Ultimate 
Hydration 
System

WidepacTM

+ Filter
ConvertubeTM  
+ Filter

StormTM Valve 

Tube 
Insulator

HelixTM  
Tube Kit

HelixTM  Valve Magnetic ClipTube Brush kit  SQCTM 
Connector  

Winter  
Tube Kit

Drinking TubeTM 
+ Filter

Choose your system. 
Upgrade. Replace. 

607025

16
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Sport bottles for running and for bicycle cages.  
BPA free and FDA approved. Insulated version includes special membrane in the valve  

for shut off in drinking mode.

SPORT BOTTLES

Sport Bottle 0.70L
2070407270 - Dark Gray         
2070403070 - Light Blue        

Insulated Sport 0.60L
2070503060 - Source Logo / Gray       

2070507260 - Ice / Light blue       
 

LIQUITAINERTMLIQUITAINERTM PRO

2031250201   
2025050201  12 pc dozen pack   1L  |  33 oz  
2025050202   12 pc dozen pack    2L  |  70 oz 

The Liquitainer, our foldable bottle, with a drinking 
straw made from a tube with a Helix Bite Valve. 

The perfect hands-free drinking solution for 
paddlers wearing a vest.

This is your perfect everyday companion. Easy to fill  
and drink. Stands up when full, folds flat and disappears when  
not in use. The Glass-LikeTM film keeps the fresh taste of the 
water. FREEZE TO HOT- put it in a freezer or fill it up with  
hot water!



Super strong TritanTM bottles with a folding spout and integrated straw. BPA free.

Tritan Bottle 0.50L
2070606050 - Pink
2070603050 - Light Blue  

Tritan Bottle 0.75L 
2070603075 - Light Blue         

2070600875 - Green         
2070606075 - Pink

2070608675 - Fiesta (Orange)         
2070607275 - Gray

EVERYDAY BOTTLES

20 21
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FOR WHATEVER
TAKES YOU
OUTDOORS
Source Hydration Packs professional 
and functional carriers integrated with 
our hydration systems, designed for 
high performance and practical use.

We offer a diverse selection of packs, 
tailored for today’s variety of outdoor 
activities, on land and on the water.

DESIGNED FOR 
HYDRATION
In all our packs the hydration compartment is  
separated from the cargo with a separate access.

The hydration compartments in SOURCE Packs 
are padded to insulate your source of hydration, 
keeping the water cooler for a longer time. 

Tubes can be routed from either side.

A hanger keeps the bladder upright at all times.
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FUSE 8L 
The smaller version of our popular 12L Fuse pack gives you 8L
of cargo space in three separate compartments. That’s plenty of
room for our 2L Widepac, tools and snacks. An excellent fit for
women and entry level riders. 

2L HYDRATION  I  70OZ 
2051928108   Black / Fluorescent Orange 
2051928208   Coral Blue
2051928408   Purple / Pink

FUSE 12L 

3L HYDRATION  I  100OZ 
2051928112   Black / Fluorescent  Orange 

2051928212   Coral Blue
2051928312   Black / Fluorescent Yellow

A lightweight mid-volume pack with three separate compartments,
one of them padded to protect your mobile. The structured back system improves 

ventilation. The 12L storage, including our 3L Widepac, is just what you need
for a short ride or hike. 
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Ventilated 
Structured 
Back

AIR FUSE 12L 

3L HYDRATION  I  100OZ 
2053428112   Black / Fluorescent  Orange 

2053428312   Black / Fluorescent Yellow 

The Air Fuse is a step up from our popular lightweight 12L pack. We added an ultralight 
metal frame combined with a mesh back, to add stability and back ventilation, especially 

appreciated in hot environments. A padded mesh hip belt stabilizes the pack further 
during bumpy rides.

26
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ONLY
465gr*

* Weight with empty bladder

Detachable 
Harness

Dry Bag

Magnetic  
Clip

HIPSTER WAVE
This Hydration belt allows you to carry 1.5 liters of water and the essentials for heading out for 
a good row. Carrying the weight around your waist takes weight off your shoulders and spine, 

while paddling is free and easy. The belt incorporates a dry bag for carrying essentials (though not 
guaranteed for electronic devices) and a magnetic clip allows easy stowing of the tube.

1.5L HYDRATION  I  50OZ 
20531A0015    Black

HIPSTER
Designed in cooperation with leading endurance athletes in Enduro MTB and Ultra Marathon 
running. Includes a made-to-fit Hipster shaped 1.5L WidepacTM Hydration System and Magnetic Clip 

for easy stowing. Features a removable harness for extra support. Mesh pockets on the sideand velcro 
sealed small back pockets offer space for gels and bars.  

1.5L HYDRATION  I  50OZ 
20527A8115   Black / Fluorescent  Orange 20527A8216   Coral Blue

28



VERVE

2L HYDRATION  I 70OZ 
2053390002    Black

A low profile pack design makes this pack stay very close to your back 
with little to none offset to your center of gravity.
Arms and shoulders are free to move and row.  
Fits over most life vests. 

DURABAG KAYAK
An insulated hydration pack with a 140cm long tube that can be placed anywhere in a kayak.
Bungeed to the top or under your feet. The valve can be kept next to your mouth to allow

drinking on the move. The pack has 3 optional tube outlets to choose from. Bungee cords
make it easily secured. High friction stripes on the back prevent it from slipping around.

2.5L HYDRATION  I  85OZ 
2053070025    Black

30 31
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DURABAG PRO
With detachable straps you can easily use the DURABAG PRO as a hydration pack, shove it into your 

backpack or attach it onto the pack making this pack versatile and ready for any adventure.
A small pocket serves for carrying money and snacks. Filling is through the filler cap.

Comes with a weave covered tube and a HelixTM Valve.

2L HYDRATION  I  70OZ 
2052148502   Gray / Black / Fiesta    

2052148202   Coral Blue

3L HYDRATION  I  100OZ 
2052148503   Gray / Black / Fiesta  
2052148203   Coral Blue

32



ADVENTURE 23+5L   NEW!

2010508528   Gray / Black / Fiesta  
2010508228   Coral Blue

The first of its kind! A SOURCE pack made for adventure, providing ample space and options for any 
outing. The main compartment is accessible from the wide opening folding-top, and has

a zippered suitcase opening.  
Inside pockets, and a total of four spacious outside pockets offer room for all your essentials.  

Stabilizers on the shoulder straps, waist-belt and sternum-strap make sure the pack fits firmly
and is comfortable at all times. A structured back with mesh and EVA padding lets your back breathe.

ADVENTURE 30+5L   NEW!
The larger version of the Adventure adds more space and a comfortable upgrade of 
the hip-belt to carry weight and stabilize the pack even when loaded all the way.
The wider and padded hip-belt also offers two elastic mesh-pouches,
easily accessible on the move. 

2010508535   Gray / Black / Fiesta  
2010508235   Coral Blue

34 35
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SPINNER NC

1.5L HYDRATION  I  50OZ 
2050115815    Blue / Green          2050116815    Purple

A streamline designed pack for primary school kids to go biking or hiking.  
The pack is easily filled through the filler cap without having to take out the bladder.

A small pocket allows carrying keys and snacks.

SPRY
Winner of ENDURO Magazine INNOVATION & DESIGN AWARD: “Even on the 
smallest of backs it doesn’t jump around in a dangerous way, as is the case with 

packs that are too big. The quality is at the same level as adult-sized products, 
but the bladder size has been sensibly reduced.” The 1.5L Widepac has a separate 

compartment not to interfere with the cargo. Two different zipped pockets
for carrying snacks and essentials, and an external cargo space for carrying a jacket.

Mesh shoulder straps and back allow ventilation. Perfect for kids!

1.5L HYDRATION  I  50OZ 
2051825801   Light blue / Green          2051826801   Purple
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A Low profile hydration system that 
comes with the SQCTM - quick connector 
on the valve’s end making it compatible 
with our UTATM and other filtering 
devices. Cordura covered tube protect 
from UV. StormTM push-pull Valve.  
For more Tactical Gear visit:  
www.SourceTacticalGear.com

Other than giving the pack it’s name, the front 
compartments are easily reached and make a great 

storage space for things you need on the go. 
The main compartment is accessible from the top 

but also has a zipper for suitcase opening which 
makes this pack great for travelling.

DOUBLE D 45L PATROL 35L
An updated look for a trusted long-standing pack 

loved by anyone who’s ever carried it.
You’ll never be short of room with this pack.

Exceptionally versatile, the Assault
provides ample space for essential
gear while minimizing bulk and weight.

3L HYDRATION  I  100OZ 
4010790245  Coyote

4010790145  Black

3L HYDRATION  I  100OZ 
4010790135  Black

4010790335  Olive
4010790235  Coyote 

4010791535  Multicam

3L HYDRATION  I  100OZ 
4010430103  Black
4010430203  Coyote
4010431503  Multicam
4010430303  Olive

FOR THE COMPLETE MILITARY  
PRODUCT LIST PLEASE  
CONTACT US.

TACTICAL 3L
A technical hydration carrier that allows many forms 
of use. Shoulder straps are detachable and can be 
stowed away in a designated pocket for carrying 
inside or on a pack. Straps and buckles on the top and 
bottom of the pack attach easily onto a pack.

3L HYDRATION  I  100OZ 
4000330103  Black
4000330303  Olive
4000330203  Coyote
4000331503  Multicam

ASSAULT 20L WLPS 3L
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Source Vagabond Systems, 7 Ha’tnufa Str., P.O.Box 32, Tirat Carmel 3903211, Israel     
T +972 4 813 6400  |  F +972 4 857 1459  |  Source@SourceOutdoor.com  

Source is a registered trademark. DurabagTM, WidepacTM Hydration Technology, 
Storm-ValveTM and UTATM are U.S & Internationally registered patents.
All designs are copyright protected and the property of Source Vagabond Systems 
Ltd. We reserve the right to alter product specifications without prior notice,
especially in order to improve quality and functionality.

Photography: Johan Hjord and Israel Furlener. Product Photography: Studio Eli Gitelman. 

5% of Source’s profits are contributed  
to strengthen our local community.


